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The Need for OCP With the increasing density of IC process technologies provides ever greater opportunities for integration. But it also brings with it a formidable challenge: who will complete the design of these increasingly complex chips given the shrinking project schedules that the marketplace demands? One solution to this dilemma is the reuse of pieces of existing designs through intellectual property (IP) core reuse. The problem with IP core reuse in today’s methodology is that the IP cores have to be changed from chip design to chip design to make them fit with the rest of the system-ona-chip (SOC). With thousands of IP cores and tens to hundreds of on-chip interconnect systems, there is an overwhelming amount of protocol adapting/ bridging to do, even without accounting for the additional work needed to accommodate different frequency and electrical loading from one design to another. What is clearly needed is a common interface and protocol between IP cores and system-on-a-chip interconnects, and a standard way for an IP core developer to deliver a product. With the current bus interfaces available each time the bus width, frequency, or electrical loading changes, the cores must be readapted. The core interface must be system interconnect neutral in order to satisfy the goal of eliminating IP core rework. Other requirements for a core interface protocol are that it must: • capture all of the core-system signaling • be process independent, yet have timing guidelines • be scalable • be configurable It is not sufficient for the core interface to capture merely dataflow signaling, i.e., the usual signaling associated with computer buses: command, address, data. Instead, it is crucial that all signaling between the core and the system be captured like control wires (e.g., interrupts, error signals, flow-control signals) and test signals. IP cores have different communication needs. While a simple I/O device can be satisfied by an 8-bit wide data bus, an on-chip CPU might require a 64-bit wide data path. Clearly the core interface must be scalable to adapt to the requirements of a wide range of IP cores. This means that the interface protocol itself must be configurable. The core interface requirements are as diverse as the IP cores themselves. There is no one-size-fitsall. OCP provides a solution to all the above constraints and is increasingly being adapted as an industry standard to facilitate reuse of IP cores.



OCP The Open Core Protocol interface is a point-to-point, directed interface between two communicating entities, one master and one slave. The master sends command requests, and the slave responds to them. Signaling is synchronous with reference to a single interface clock, and all signals except for the clock are uni-directional, point-to-point. This simplifies interface design and timing analysis. The OCP captures dataflow, as well as control and test signaling. A minimal OCP configuration is defined as the basic OCP, with extensions added as needed to accommodate a particular core’s requirements. The Open Core Protocol™ (OCP) defines a high-performance, bus-independent interface between IP cores that reduces design time, design risk, and manufacturing costs for SOC designs. An IP core can be a simple peripheral core, a high-performance microprocessor, or an on-chip communication subsystem such as a wrapped on-chip bus. The Open Core Protocol: • Achieves the goal of IP design reuse. The OCP transforms IP cores making them independent of the architecture and design of the systems in which they are used • Optimizes die area by configuring into the OCP only those features needed by the communicating cores • Simplifies system verification and testing by providing a firm boundary around each IP core that can be observed, controlled, and validated The OCP is the only standard that defines protocols to unify all of the inter-core communication. OCP Characteristics: The OCP defines a point-to-point interface between two communicating entities such as IP cores and bus interface modules (bus wrappers). One entity acts as the master of the OCP instance, and the other as the slave. Only the master can present commands and is the controlling entity. The slave responds to commands presented to it, either by accepting data from the master, or presenting data to the master. For two entities to communicate in a peer-to-peer fashion there need to be two instances of the OCP connecting them - one where the first entity is a master, and one where the first entity is a slave.



OCP Specifications Point-to-Point Synchronous Interface The OCP is composed of uni-directional signals driven with respect to, and sampled by the rising edge of the OCP clock. The OCP is fully synchronous and contains no multicycle timing paths. All signals other than the clock are strictly point-to-point. Bus Independence A core utilizing the OCP can be interfaced to any bus. A test of any bus-independent interface is to connect a master to a slave without an intervening on chip bus. This test not only drives the specification towards a fully symmetric interface but helps to clarify other issues. For instance, device selection techniques vary greatly among on-chip buses. Some use address decoders. Others generate independent device select signals (analogous to a board level chip select). This complexity should be hidden from IP cores, especially since in the directly-connected case there is no decode/selection logic. OCP- analogous to a board level chip select). Commands There are two basic commands, Read and Write and five command extensions. The WriteNonPost and Broadcast commands have semantics that are similar to the Write command. A WriteNonPost explicitly instructs the slave not to post a write. For the Broadcast command, the master indicates that it is attempting to write to several or all remote target devices that are connected on the other side of the slave. As such, Broadcast is typically useful only for slaves that are in turn a master on another communication medium (such as an attached bus). The other command extensions, ReadExclusive, ReadLinked and WriteConditional, are used for synchronization between system initiators. ReadExclusive is paired with Write or WriteNonPost, and has blocking semantics. ReadLinked, used in conjunction with WriteConditional has non-blocking (lazy) semantics. These synchronization primitives correspond to those available natively in the instruction sets of different processors. Pipelining The OCP allows pipelining of transfers. To support this feature, the return of read data and the provision of write data may be delayed after the presentation of the associated request. Response The OCP separates requests from responses. A slave can accept a command request from a master on one cycle and respond in a later cycle. The division of request from response permits pipelining. The OCP provides the option of having responses for Write commands, or completing them immediately without an explicit response. Burst To provide high transfer efficiency, burst support is essential for many IP cores. The extended OCP supports annotation of transfers with burst information. Bursts can either include addressing information for each successive command (which simplifies the requirements for address sequencing/burst count processing in the slave), or include addressing information only once for the entire burst. In-band Information Cores can pass core-specific information in-band in company with the other information being exchanged. In-band extensions exist for requests and responses, as well as read and write data. A typical use of in-band extensions is to pass cacheable information or data parity. Threads and Connections To support concurrency and out-of-order processing of transfers, the extended OCP supports the notion of multiple threads. Transactions within different threads have no



ordering requirements, and so can be processed out of order. Within a single thread of data flow, all OCP transfers must remain ordered. While the notion of a thread is a local concept between a master and a slave communicating over an OCP, it is possible to globally pass thread information from initiator to target using connection identifiers. Connection information helps to identify the initiator and determine priorities or access permissions at the target. Interrupts, Errors, and other Sideband Signaling While moving data between devices is a central requirement of on-chip communication systems, other types of communications are also important. Dedicated point-to-point data communication is sometimes required. Many devices also require the ability to notify the system of errors that may be unrelated to address/data transfers. The OCP refers to all such communication as sideband (or out-of-band) signaling.



Signals and Encoding OCP interface signals are grouped into dataflow, sideband, and test signals. Dataflow Signals: The dataflow signals consist of a small set of required signals and a number of optional signals that can be configured. The dataflow signals are grouped into basic signals, simple extensions (which add such options as byte enables and in-band information), burst extensions (which add support for bursting), and thread extensions (which add multi-threading support). Basic Signals:



Basic OCP Signals



Command Encoding



Response Encoding Signal description Clk: Clock signal for the OCP. All interface signals are synchronous to the rising edge of Clk. Clk is driven by a third entity and serves as an input to both the master and the slave. MAddr: The Transfer address, MAddr specifies the slave-dependent address of the



resource targeted by the current transfer. MAddr is a byte address that must be aligned to the OCP word size (data_wdth). If the OCP word size is larger than a single byte, the aggregate is addressed at the OCP word-aligned address and the lowest. MCmd: Transfer command. This signal indicates the type of OCP transfer the master is requesting. Each non-idle command is either a read or write type request, depending on the direction of data flow. MData: This field carries the write data from the master to the slave. MDataValid: When set to 1, this bit indicates that the data on the MData field is valid. MRespAccept : The master indicates that it accepts the current response from the slave with a value of 1 on the MRespAccept signal. SCmdAccept: A value of 1 on the SCmdAccept signal indicates that the slave accepts the master’s transfer request. SData: Carries the requested read data from the slave to the master. SDataAccept: The slave indicates that it accepts pipelined write data from the master with a value of 1 on SDataAccept. SResp: Response field from the slave to a transfer request from the master.



Simple Extensions



MAddrSpace: This field specifies the address space and is an extension of the MAddr field that is used to indicate the address region of a transfer. MByteEn: This field indicates which bytes within the OCP word are part of the current transfer. MDataInfo: Extra information sent with the write data. The master uses this field to send additional information sequenced with the write data.This field is divided in two: the loworder bits are associated with each data byte, while the high-order bits are associated with the entire write data transfer. SDataInfo: Extra information sent with the read data. The slave uses this field to send additional information sequenced with the read data. The encoding of the information is core-specific. This field is divided into two pieces: the low-order bits are associated with each data byte, while the high-order bits are associated with the entire read data transfer. MReqInfo: Extra information sent with the request. The master uses this field to send additional information sequenced with the request.



BURST Extensions



OCP Burst Extension



MburstSeq Encoding



MAtomicLength: This field indicates the minimum number of transfers within a burst that are to be kept together as an atomic unit when interleaving requests from different initiators onto a single thread at the target. MBurstLength: The number of transfers in a burst. For precise bursts, the value indicates the total number of transfers in the burst, and is constant throughout the burst. For imprecise bursts, the value indicates the best guess of the number of transfers remaining (including the current request), and may change with every request. MBurstPrecise: This field indicates whether the precise length of a burst is known at the start of the burst or not. When set to 1, MBurstLength indicates the precise length of the burst during the first request of the burst. MBurstSeq: This field indicates the sequence of addresses for requests in a burst. To configure this field into the OCP, use the burstseq parameter MDataLast: Last write data in a burst. This field indicates whether the current write data transfer is the last in a burst. MReqLast: Last request in a burst. This field indicates whether the current request is the last in this burst. SRespLast: Last response in a burst. This field indicates whether the current response is the last in this burst.



Thread Extension



MConnID: This variable-width field provides the binary encoded connection identifier associated with the current transfer request. MDataThreadID: This variable-width field provides the thread identifier associated with the current write data. The field carries the binary-encoded value of the thread identifier.



MDataThreadID is required if threads is greater than 1 and the datahandshake parameter is set to 1. MThreadBusy: The master notifies the slave that it cannot accept any responses associated with certain threads. The MThreadBusy field is a vector (one bit per thread). A value of 1 on any given bit indicates that the thread associated with that bit is busy. Bit 0 corresponds to thread 0, and so on. The width of the field is set using the threads parameter. It is legal to enable a one-bit MThreadBusy interface for a single-threaded OCP. MThreadID: This variable-width field provides the thread identifier associated with the current transfer request. If threads is greater than 1, this field is enabled. The field width is the next whole integer of log2(threads). SDataThreadBusy: Slave write data thread busy. The slave notifies the master that it cannot accept any new datahandshake phases associated with certain threads. The SDataThreadBusy field is a vector, one bit per thread. A value of 1 on any given bit indicates that the thread associated with that bit is busy. Bit 0 corresponds to thread 0, and so on. The width of the field is set using the threads parameter. It is legal to enable a one-bit SDataThreadBusy interface for a single-threaded OCP. To configure this field, use the sdatathreadbusy parameter. SThreadID: This variable-width field provides identifier associated with the current transfer response. SThreadBusy: The slave notifies the master that it cannot accept any new requests associated with certain threads. The SThreadBusy field is a vector, one bit per thread. A value of 1 on any given bit indicates that the thread associated with that bit is busy.



Sideband Signals



Reset, Interrupt, Error and Core Specific Flag Signals MError: Master error. When the MError signal is set to 1, the master notifies the slave of an error condition. MFlag: Master flags. This variable-width set of signals allows the master to communicate out-of-band information to the slave. MReset_n: Synchronous master reset. The MReset_n signal is active low, SError: Slave error. With a value of 1 on the SError signal the slave indicates an error condition to the master. SFlag: Slave flags. This variable-width set of signals allows the slave to communicate out-of-band information to the master. Encoding is completely core-specific. SInterrupt: Slave interrupt. The slave may generate an interrupt with a value of 1 on the SInterrupt signa



SReset_n: Synchronous slave reset. The SReset_n signal is active low, The other type of signals is Control and Status Signals and Test Signals



OCP Signal Summary



OCP Protocol Semantics Signal Groups: Some OCP fields are grouped together because they must be active at the same time. The data flow signals are divided into three signal groups: request signals, response signals, and data handshake signals. Combinational Dependencies: It is legal for some signal or signal group outputs to be derived from inputs without an intervening latch point, that is combinationally. To avoid combinational loops, other outputs cannot be derived in this manner. For any arrow shown, in the diagram below, the signal or signal group can be derived combinationally from the signal at the point of origin of the arrow or another signal earlier in the dependency chain. No other combinational dependencies are allowed. Combinational paths are not allowed within the sideband and test signals, or between those signals and the data flow signals.



Endianness An OCP interface by itself is inherently endian-neutral. Data widths must match between master and slave, addressing is on an OCP word granularity, and byte enables are tied to byte lanes (data bits) without tying the byte lanes to specific byte addresses. The issue of endianness arises in the context of multiple OCP interfaces, where the data widths of the initiator of a request and the final target of that request do not match. Examples are a bridge or a more general interconnect used to connect OCP-based cores. When the OCP interfaces differ in data width, the interconnect must associate an endianness with each transfer. It does so by associating byte lanes and byte enables of the wider OCP with least-significant word address bits of the narrower OCP. OCP interfaces can be designated as little, big, both, or neutral with respect to endianness. This is specified using the protocol parameter endian described in “Endianness”. A core that is designated as neutral typically represents a device that has no inherent endianness. This indicates that either the association of an endianness is arbitrary (as with a memory, which traditionally has no inherent endianness) or that the device only works with fullword quantities (when byteen and mdatabyteen are set to 0). When all cores have the same endianness, an interconnect should match the endianness of the attached cores. The details of any conversion between cores of different endianness is implementation-specific. Burst Defination A burst is a set of transfers that are linked together into a transaction having a defined address sequence and number of transfers. There are three generalcategories of bursts:



Imprecise bursts Request information is given for each transfer. Length information may change during the burst. Precise bursts Request information is given for each transfer, but length information is constant throughout the burst. Single request / multiple data bursts (also known as packets): Also a precise burst, but request information is given only once for the entire burst. To express bursts on the OCP interface, at least the address sequence and length of the burst must be communicated, either directly using the MBurstSeq and MBurstLength signals. A single (non-burst) request on an OCP interface with burst support is encoded as a request with any legal burst address sequence and a burst length of 1. The ReadEx, ReadLinked, and WriteConditional commands can not be used as part of a burst. The unlocking Write or WriteNonPost command associated with a ReadEx command also can not be used as part of a burst. Burst Address Sequence The relationship of the MBurstSeq encodings and corresponding address is shown below.



Threads and Connections All transfers within a single thread must remain ordered.Using multiple threads, it is possible to support concurrent activity, and outof- order completion of transfers. All transfers within a given thread must remain strictly ordered, but there are no ordering rules for transfers that are in different threads. Mapping of individual requests and responses to threads is handled through the MThreadID and SThreadID fields respectively. If datahandshake has been enabled when multiple threads are present, there must also be an MDataThreadID field to annotate the datahandshake phase. If datahandshake is set to 1 and sdatathreadbusy is set to 0, the order of datahandshake phases must follow the order of request phases across all threads. If sdatathreadbusy is set to 1, the request order and datahandshake order are independent across threads. The use of thread IDs allows two entities that are communicating over an OCP interface to assign transfers to particular threads. If one of the communicating entities is itself a bridge to another OCP interface, the information about which transfers are part of which thread must be maintained by the bridge, but the actual assignment of thread IDs is done on a per-OCP-interface basis. There is no way for a slave on the far side of a bridge to extract the original thread ID unless the slave design comprehends the characteristics of



the bridge. Any bridges in the path between the end-to-end partners preserve the connection ID, even as thread IDs are reassigned on each OCP interface in the path. The MConnID field transfers the connection ID during the request phase. Since this establishes the mapping onto a thread ID, the other phases do not require a connection ID but are unambiguous with only a thread ID. The SThreadBusy, SDataThreadbusy, and MThreadBusy signals are used to indicate that a particular thread is busy. The protocol parameters sthreadbusy_exact, sdatathreadbusy_exact, and mthreadbusy_exact can be used to force precise semantics for these signals and assure that a multi-threaded OCP interface never blocks. Timing Parameters There is a set of minimum timing parameters that must be specified for a core interface. Additional optional parameters supply more information to help the system designer integrate the core. Hold-time parameters allow hold time checking. Physical-design parameters provide details on the assumptions used for deriving pin-level timing. At a minimum, the timing of an OCP interface is specified in terms of two parameters: • setuptime is the latest time an input signal is allowed to change before the rising edge of the clock. • c2qtime is the latest time an output signal is guaranteed to become stable after the rising edge of the clock. Hold-time Parameters: Hold-time parameters are needed to allow the system integrator to check hold



Minimum Timing Requirement



Variable load and delay



Connection of two OCP compliant Cores



Timing Diagrams Read and Write and response The master places the request on the bus for read or writes. The bus is maintained at a level for a time till receives Slave’s accept signal hence resulting in different acceptance latency.



Simple Read and Write Request



Shows 3 writes each with different acceptance Latency



There can be cases where the master de asserts it’s busses and waits for the response or does something in the middle till the response is available. This is shown as follows



Read with separated output



Write with different latencies of acceptance and Handshake



Burst Request: As the burst shown below is precise (with no response on write), the MBurstLength signal is constant during the whole burst. MReqLast flags the last request of the burst, and SRespLast flags the last response of the burst. The slave may either count requests or monitor MReqLast for the end of burst.



Burt Write



Pipelined Request and Response



Incrementing Precise Burst Read



Incrementing Imprecise Burst Read



The OCP is compliant to instructions where there can be nulls in the request cycle or the response cycle This is illustrated by the following



Nulls in response cycle



Single Request Multiple Data out



Nulls in the request cycle



Burst Write and Combined Request and Data



Threaded Request



Threaded read with Thread Busy



Thread read with Thread Busy Exact
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